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Abstract BAM Wegen constructed the first LEAB (in Dutch: Laag Energie
AsfaltBeton; in English: Low Energy Asphalt Concrete) test sections in 2003
Compared to conventional hot produced asphalt mixes, the production temperature
of LEAB reduced significantly using foamed bitumen. At first the LEAB concept
was applied for asphalt concrete bind and base mixtures (AC bind and AC base
mixtures). More recently also test sections with Porous Asphalt (PA) have been
built with foamed bitumen. The mixture is called LEAB-PA.
The slow lane average lifetime of PA 16 in the Netherlands is approximately 11
to 12 years. The fast lane average lifetime is 16 years. The predominant damage of
PA is ravelling, which is mainly caused by the ageing of the mortar in the PA mix
by oxidation and UV light. The lower production temperature of the LEAB-PA
procedure reduce the short term ageing of the mortar in the PA mix. Loss of mortar flexibility in the PA mix by ageing of the bitumen is the predominant factor for
ravelling. It is expected that LEAB-PA will have a higher resistance to ravelling
and a longer life span in comparison with hot produced PA mixes. Since 2010 different test sections with LEAB-PA are constructed combined with a section of
conventional hot produced PA with the same mix composition as a reference. The
shear moduli (mastercurve) of the mortar of the LEAB-PA and the conventional
PA are monitored periodically using DSR tests. Also the penetration and softening
point Ring & Ball of the bitumen are monitored. Additionally indirect tensile
strength tests and CPX measurements for noise reduction have been executed. After 3 years of monitoring it is concluded that the difference in ageing between
LEAB-PA and conventional PA is still significant. Lower production temperatures
reduce short term ageing. Therefore we expect it will increase the lifetime of PA.
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Introduction

The Netherlands was one of the countries that signed the Kyoto protocol, that
commits State Parties to reduce greenhouse gases emissions, based on the premise
that (a) global warming exists and (b) man-made CO2 emissions have caused it.
The ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment wanted to give a good example and asked Rijkswaterstaat to inventorise, how CO2 could be reduced in the
whole infrastructure process. One of the ways was to produce asphalt mixtures at
lower temperatures, so Rijkswaterstaat challenged the market to develop asphalt
mixtures, which could be produced at lower temperatures. To stimulate the appliance of those mixtures, Rijkswaterstaat developed a so-called best value procurement, where a contractor receives a financial benefit as he offers an environmental
friendly asphalt mixture. The contractor has to prove the suitability of these mixtures: this means that the functional properties and the durability must be at least
the same as the standard asphalt mixture.
One of the products that is able to cope with the environmental challenges is
LEAB (Low Energy Asphalt Concrete). BAM Wegen introduced the LEAB concept in 2003. Compared to conventional hot mixed asphalt the production temperature of a LEAB mix is reduced significantly using foamed bitumen. At first the
LEAB concept is applied in asphalt concrete bind and base layers. From 2010 also
test sections with Porous Asphalt (PA) are constructed with foamed bitumen. The
mixture is called LEAB-PA. Compared with standard PA the production temperatures decreased from 165 °C to 110 °C.
During production of LEAB-PA, the CO2 emission has been monitored several
times. For the production of 1 ton hot mix PA 11.93 kg CO2 is produced. The production of 1 ton LEAB-PA produces 9.26 kg CO2. A reduction of 22% by mass
has been reached. With further improvements an energy reduction (and CO 2 reduction) of 25-30% (compared to hot mix PA) should be reached in future.
More than 90% of the Dutch highways have been provided with a hot mixed
PA top layer (PA16). After approximately 20 years of experience with hot produced PA16, in 2003 the average lifetime of the slow lane had increased to 11-12
years (Verra, 2003) and the fast lane to 16 years. Since 2007 the lifetime of PA16
is increased furthermore by the application of 1% (m/m) more bitumen (Sule,
2005) and a drainage inhibitor. This mixture is called PA16+. Table 1 gives an
overview of the PA16 and PA16+ mix compositions.
Except environmental benefits, the half warm mixing process can also increase
the lifetime of the PA mix. The predominant damage of PA16 is ravelling. It is
generally excepted that ageing of the mortar and erosion of the mortar have a large
influence on the ravelling process (Huurman, 2008, 2010 and 2012). Lower production temperature decreases short term ageing substantially. As a result it is expected that the LEAB procedure can increase the lifetime of PA mixtures.
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Table 1 Mix composition of PA16 and PA16+
Sieve size [mm]
C22,4

PA16
[% m/m passing]
100

PA16+
[% m/m passing]
100

C16

96,6

96,6

C11,2

72,0

72,0

C8

42,0

42,0

2 mm

15,0

12,7

63 µm

4,5

5,5

Bitumen pen grade 70/100 (% m/m)

4,2

5,1

Void content (% V/V)

20,0

20,1

In cooperation with the Innovation Test Centre of Rijkswaterstaat BAM Wegen
constructed test sections of LEAB-PA16+ on highway A18 (2013) and highway
A4 (2014). Already in 2010 a test section of LEAB-PA16+ is constructed on the
suburban road N314. As a reference adjacent to all of these test sections a standard
(hot) PA16+ test section has been built (with the same mix composition). These
three test locations are monitored. Especially the ageing development of the
LEAB-PA16+ and the adjacent PA16+ are of interest. This paper discusses the
degree of ageing of LEAB-PA16+ and PA16+ and the consequences on their behaviour and lifetime. Composition demands to prevent bitumen drainage are described.
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Lifetime Optimization Tool

The Lifetime Optimization Tool (LOT) is developed by the Technical University Delft (Huurman, 2008) as part of the IPG research project of Rijkswaterstaat.
LOT is a mechanical design tool for PA mixtures.
The lifetime of PA16(+) is mainly dependent on ravelling. During the winters
of 2008/2009 and 2009/2010 suddenly unexpected and more extensive ravelling
occurred on parts of the Dutch highways. This triggered BAM Wegen, TU Delft
and Rijkswaterstaat to analyse this winter damage with the help of the LOT tool.
The tool is validated by measurements on different preselected road sections with
unexpected good or bad behaviour (Huurman, 2012). The main conclusions:
1. The wintertime day and night temperature variation will result in a displacement controlled load in the PA mixture caused by restrained shrinkage and expansion. To prevent failure, flexibility of the mortar is required;
2. The shear modulus (G*) of the mortar in the frequency range of 1·10 -5 to 10 Hz
is very important (NEN-EN 14770). In this frequency range the mortar needs to
be flexible. The residual lifetime of the PA16 is highly dependent on the decreased flexibility of the mortar;
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3. There is a strong relation between the ravelling resistance and the G* mastercurve at -10°C (1·10-5 to 10 Hz);
4. The preselected sections have unexpected good or bad behaviour. For these
sections there is no strong correlation between the age of the PA16 and the ravelling resistance. There are old PA16 road sections with excellent ravelling resistance whereas recent sections have a lack of flexibility and vice-versa.
In 2012 the penetration of fresh pengrade 70/100 bitumen and the extracted bitumen after PA16+ production are reported by Besamusca (Besamusca, 2012). For
the fresh bitumen, a penetration of 80 (0,1 mm) is found. Besamusca also visualized the penetration of the extracted bitumen 6 weeks and 10 years after PA16+
construction (figure 1). The penetration decline is dependent on the amount of
ageing. A lot of ageing occurs during production in the asphalt mixing plant,
transport to the construction site and in situ installation. The ageing during production, transport and installation is highly dependent on the production temperature. It is expected that lower production temperatures will increase the flexibility
and the lifetime of the PA16(+) mixture. To achieve this, BAM Wegen has developed a PA16 mixture with a production temperature of approximately 100-110°C
using foamed bitumen.
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Fig. 1 Penetration of the PA16 bitumen during lifetime (Besamusca, 2012)
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LEAB-PA test sections

BAM Wegen has constructed test sections with LEAB-PA16+ on highways A4
and A18 (in association with Rijkswaterstaat) and on the suburban road N314. As
a reference adjacent to the LEAB-PA16+ sections also a conventional hot produced PA16+ is constructed. During production and installation an extensive monitoring program is performed. Until the end of the service life the in situ quality of
the LEAB-PA16+ and conventional PA16+ will be monitored. Only the relevant
tests for this paper are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2 Test program test section LEAB-PA16+ and conventional PA16+
Production
Gas production1

Construction
Cooling curves

CO2 emission1

After construction
Air void content
(NEN-EN 12697-8)
Mix composition
(NEN-EN 12697-1, 2)
Density/degree of
compaction (NENEN 12697-6)
Mastercurve mortars
(DSR)
Bitumen drainage

Ravelling resistance
(Cantabro, ARTe)

Mastercurve (DSR)

Monitoring
Density/degree of
compaction (NEN-EN
12697-6)
Bitumen penetration
Bitumen content (in
wheel track) (NENEN 12697-1)
Bitumen content (between wheel tracks)

1 Not measured on all test sections

The test section on the A4 is in 2014 constructed. This paper is based on the results of the A18 (2013) and the N314 (2010).

2.1 Cooling curves
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Fig. 2 In situ temperature of the asphalt after laying.

With the help of temperature sensors the in situ temperature of the asphalt mix
is monitored (figure 2). During construction and compaction (approximately 1
hour) there is a temperature difference between conventional PA16+ and LEABPA16+ of 20 to 30°C caused by lower production temperatures. Ageing of bitumen is mainly due to oxidation of the maltenes in the bitumen. The oxidation process is instigated by high temperatures and will result in a more stiff and less flexible bitumen. Based on the cooling curves, it is expected that the LEAB PA16+
mortar ageing is less extensive. Penetration tests on extracted bitumen or DSR
tests on extracted mortar can confirm this statement. These tests will be discussed
in the next paragraphs.
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2.1 Bitumen penetration
On the N314 test section the penetration of the extracted bitumen is monitored.
Three years after construction the differences between LEAB-PA16+ and standard
PA16+ are evident.
Table 3 Bitumen penetration (25°C) of LEAB-PA16+ and PA16+ on test section N314

Fresh bitumen 70/100

LEAB PA16+ [0,1 mm]
73

1 year after construction

39

3 years after construction

32

Standard PA16+ [0,1 mm]
73
14

For LEAB-PA16+ a reduction of 7 (0,1mm) over the last 2 years is measured.
After 3 years there is a significant difference in bitumen penetration between
PA16+ and LEAB-PA16+. It is concluded that there is a significant difference in
ageing between LEAB-PA16+ and standard PA16+ bitumen. This conclusion is in
line with the results of Gaudefroy (2008) and Olard (2011).

2.2 DSR measurements
During construction of the A18 test section, loose mix was sampled. A few
days after construction cores were taken. From the loose mix and the cores, the
LEAB-PA16+ and PA16+ mortar was extracted and the shear modulus mastercurve was determined with the help of the DSR (NEN-EN 14770). For the extraction of the mortar from the loose mix and the core, the following procedure is
used:
- Heat the material until 60°C and crumble it;
- Extract the mortar with the help of a spatula;
- Sieve the extracted mortar over a 1 mm sieve (wet sieving) to get rid of
pollution
The shear modulus mastercurve after production was identical to the results a few
days after construction. Transport and installation of the asphalt have a marginal
effect on the shear modulus G* of the mortar. Figure 3 presents the mastercurve
results of LEAB-PA16+ and PA16+. Typical ageing phenomena are observed especially at low frequencies. At high frequencies both mastercurves approach the
same glassy point. It is concluded that mixing temperatures have a substantial influence on the G* of the mortar in the low frequency range.
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Fig. 3 Shear modulus mastercurve at -10°C of LEAB-PA16+ and standard PA16+ after production; highway A18 test section

6 and 12 months after construction DSR tests were repeated on mortar extracted from cores from the emergency lane of highway A18. The influences of wheel
loads and air pumping are thus excluded. The same extraction procedure is executed. Figure 4 presents the PA16+ and LEAB PA16+ G*-results after production
(0), 6 months after construction (6m) and 12 months after construction (12m). 6
and 12 months after construction differences in production ageing are still noticeable. Between 6 and 12 months after construction (autumn period), the effect of
ageing on G* is negligible. The ageing is dependent on temperature and UV. The
G* of 12 months old LEAB-PA16+ is comparable with the G* of PA16+ after
production.
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Fig. 4 G* Shear modulus Mastercurve comparisons between fresh, 6 and 12 month old mortars
from LEAB-PA16+ and standard PA16+ mix at Tref = -10°C
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2.3 Indirect Tensile Strength (ITS)
To monitor the strength of the PA, Indirect Tensile Strength tests (ITS) at 15°C
have been executed on the N314 test section (NEN-EN 12697-23). The ITS is determined on gyratory compacted loose mix from the production plant and on cored
cylinders. In table 4 the results are presented. Within 3 years the ITS is doubled.
This is attributed to the ageing of the mortar and to the stiffening effect of the mix.
Table 4 Indirect Tensile Strength at 15°C (4 samples, mean value and standard deviation)

Mixture
PA16+

0 year
Loose mix from
the asphalt plant
[MPa]
0,875(0,095)

1 year cored
between wheel
tracks
[MPa]
-

3 years cored
between wheel
tracks
[MPa]
1,729(0,190)

3 years cored
in right
wheel track
[MPa]
1,740(0,092)

LEAB PA16+

0,725(0,023)

0,989(0,005)

1,582(0,093)

1,715(0,093)

Compared to gyratory compacted loose mix LEAB-PA16+ specimens, the
strength of the corresponding loose mix PA16+ specimens is approximately 20%
higher. After 3 years the difference is reduced to less than 10%. Although the penetration results 3 years after construction (table 3) showed that the LEAB-PA16+
bitumen is more flexible, the strength of the LEAB-PA16+ is almost comparable
with conventional PA16+.

2.4 Bitumen content, bitumen drainage and erosion
To prevent the drainage of the mortar on the N314 test sections an drainage inhibitor is added in the PA16+ mixture. At LEAB-PA16+ production temperatures
(100-110°C) the addition of a pellet size drainage inhibitor was not possible. At
these low mixing temperatures the pellets will not dissolve and will remain as
small pellets in the asphalt mix. Because of lower temperatures of the LEABPA16+ mixture less bitumen drainage during transport and installation was expected.

Fig. 5 Example of CT- scans of LEAB-PA16+ after laying (3 different heights of the core).

On the N314 test sections the bitumen drainage is determined on drilled cores
with a Nanotom CT-scanner. The cores were drilled a few days after construction.
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Analyses with the Nanotom resulted in a distribution of air voids, mastic and
coarse material over the height of the core (see figure 5). Although no drainage
inhibitor is added, the bitumen and mortar drainage of LEAB-PA16+ is very small
and comparable with standard PA16+ (table 5).
Table 5 Average CT scan results
Part of the
cylinder
Mixture
PA16+
(3 cores)
LEAB PA16+
(3 cores)

10-30 mm
30-50 mm
Difference
10-30 mm
30-50 mm
Difference

Air void content
[% V/V]
16,8
15,8
1,0
15,4
17,1
-1,7

Mortar content
[% V/V]
17,6
18,3
-0,7
19,3
19,1
0,2

Coarse aggregates content
[% V/V]
65,5
65,9
-0,4
65,3
63,7
1,6

Three years after the N314 construction, the mix composition is determined on
drilled cores. The PA16+ and LEAB-PA16+ cores were taken in the wheel track
as well as between wheel tracks. The cores were horizontally cut in an upper and a
lower half. In tables 6 and 7 the composition is presented.
Table 6 In situ mix composition PA16+
Construction
Control
(2010)
2036

RWTB1
(2013)
2090

RWTT1
(2013)
2030

BWTB1
(2013)
2065

BWTT1
(2013)
1991

Void content [% V/V]

18,8

16,4

19,6

17,4

20,7

Granular material< 2 mm [% m/m]

15,6

15,4

15,3

16,0

15,8

Bitumen content [% m/m]

4,7

5,0

4,3

4,9

4,7

PA16+
Density [kg/m3]

1.

RWTB = Right Wheel Track Bottom, RWTT = Right Wheel Track Top, BWTB = Between Wheel
Tracks Bottom, BWTT = Between Wheel Tracks Top;

Table 7 In situ mix composition LEAB-PA16+
Construction
Control
(2010)
2033

RWTB1
(2013)
2223

RWTT1
(2013)
2067

BWTB1
(2013)
2089

BWTT1
(2013)
2017

Void content [% V/V]

18,8

10,3

18,1

16,4

19,9

Granular material< 2 mm [% m/m]

17,5

18,9

16,1

17,8

16,1

Bitumen content [% m/m]

4,7

5,7

4,4

5,1

4,5

LEAB PA16+
Density [kg/m3]

1.

RWTB = Right Wheel Track Bottom, RWTT = Right Wheel Track Top, BWTB = Between Wheel
Tracks Bottom, BWTT = Between Wheel Tracks Top;

The combined average bitumen contents of the top and bottom half of the cores
are comparable with construction control in 2010. After three years the amount of
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erosion caused by air and/or water pumping is negligible. The bitumen drainage
however is severe. The bottom part of the LEAB-PA16+ right wheel track cores
(RWTB) have a very high bitumen content and consequently a low void content.
In addition to the bitumen, also drainage of the filler and sand is observed. The
mortar drainage must have started after construction. The use of a drainage inhibitor is necessary. Because a pellet sized drainage inhibitor is not applicable, at half
warm mixing temperatures a drainage inhibitor based on pure fibers is recommended. Bitumen and mortar drainage reduce the size of the adhesive bridges between the coarse aggregates at the surface of the LEAB-PA16+ and PA16+ mixtures. Stress controlled loads (for instance wheel loads) will induce higher stresses
in the mortar and therefor ravelling will appear sooner. Loss of adhesion and/or bitumen drainage combined with bitumen ageing accelerate the ravelling process
even more. LEAB-PA16+ mortar is less aged and will be less sensitive to ravelling.

2.5 Analyses
Delft University (Huurman, 2010 and 2012) LOT analyses proved a strong relationship between mortar stiffness and ravelling lifetime for conventional PA+
mixtures. Especially in winter time the mortar is extensively loaded with displacement controlled temperature loads (frost thaw cycles) with low frequencies
of approximately 1·10-5 Hz (day/night frequency). Micro cracks in the mortar appear. In the end surface shear loads caused by heavy traffic will loosen the stones
from the road surface. Flexibility is what the mortar needs. On the other hand, the
mortar should provide enough strength to withstand the stress controlled wheel
loads. Based on penetration and DSR-tests, it is proved that LEAB-PA16+ is less
susceptible to strain controlled temperature loads. Attention should be given to the
risk of bitumen drainage. Bitumen drainage can make LEAB PA16+ more susceptible for stress controlled wheel loads. Therefor additional laboratory ravelling
tests have been executed on the N314 and A18 projects to examine the resistance
to stress controlled wheel loads.

2.6 Laboratory ravelling tests
The ravelling resistance of standard PA16+ and LEAB-PA16+ is determined
with Cantabro and ARTe (Aachener Ravelling Tester) tests. In a Cantabro test
(NEN-EN 12697-17) laboratory prepared specimens are tested in a Los Angeles
machine (300 rotations with 30-33 rotations per minute, 25 ± 1°C). The tests are
executed on fresh, unaged material. The loss of mass after testing is measured. In
case of a hot PA16+ mixture the average loss of mass was equal to 28,0% (m/m).
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For LEAB-PA16+ the loss of mass was equal to 21,4% (m/m). LEAB-PA16+ performed better than hot PA16+.
Additionally ravelling tests using the ARTe (prTS 12697-50 Annex A) were
executed on laboratory made slabs from standard PA16+ and LEAB-PA16+. In
the ARTe slabs are loaded by a set of delivery van tires which rotate with a severe
amount of slip (figure 6). For each slab 600 cycles were executed. After 300 cycles the slabs were rotated over 180°. Half of the slabs were aged by the Mandela
method (van de Ven, 2012). After testing the mass loss of the slabs was measured
(table 8). For unaged material, the ravelling resistance of LEAB-PA16+ was better
than hot PA16+. However after ageing the ravelling of the LEAB-PA16+ is more
severe.

Fig. 6 BAM Wegen ARTe testing facility
Table 8 ARTe test results N314 project

Mixture
PA16+
LEAB PA16+

Slab 1

Mass loss
Unaged
[gr/m2]
580

Mass loss
Aged
[gr/m2]
187

Slab 2

560

342

Slab 1

83

825

Slab 2

340

1242

For the A18 project the ARTe tests were repeated on laboratory made and aged
slabs. Except the change of mass also the change of volume at the surface of the
slab was measured using a 3D laser scan device (table 9). Based on these results it
is concluded that LEAB-PA16+ performed better than standard PA16+. It is likely
that the huge differences between the N314 and A18 LEAB-PA16+ ARTe performances are caused by bitumen drainage (during slab fabrication and/or slab
ageing). It has provided insight in the drainage sensitivity of the process.
Table 9 ARTe test results (A18 project)

Mixture
PA16+

Average Mass loss
Aged
[% m/m]
0,32

Average Volume loss
Aged
[% V/V]
0,82

LEAB PA16+

0,15

0,37
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Conclusions and recommendations

The conclusions are based on A18 and N314 LEAB-PA16+ test sections. The
following conclusions are made:
· Compared with hot PA16+ the production temperatures decreased from 165 °C
to 110 °C. As a result the CO2 emissions (kg/ton) have reduced with 22%.
· Based on penetration and DSR tests it is concluded that 3 years after construction the difference in production ageing between hot PA16+ and LEAB-PA16+
is still present. Based on the DSR test the G* of 12 months old LEAB-PA16+
is comparable with fresh produced PA16+ (figure 4).
· With LEAB-PA+ attention should be given to the risk of bitumen drainage.
Although production temperatures have decreased significantly, an anti dripping agent is still necessary. Pure fibers instead of pellets are recommended.
· Three years after construction the erosion of mortar in the PA16+ and LEABPA16+ is negligible.
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